The Charter at 40 Years
By Rod Fraser

On April 17, 1982, I watched a news program, when
Queen Elizabeth signed into law ‘The Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms’, along with the rest
of the constitution. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
was there as well, to sign it on behalf of the
Canadian government.
For those who wonder why a prosperous and
successful country like Canada was signing its own
constitution, some 115 years after Queen Victoria
brought the country into existence with the British

-2North America Act, a little history is in order.
Canada went through a bad patch in the 1970s.
A new government in Quebec was elected in 1976
on

the

promise

of

holding

a

referendum

to

renegotiate Quebec’s place within Canada.
Some called it a push for independence. Others
claimed it would be a new economic arrangement.
Whatever was intended, it was clear Ottawa’s
influence over Quebec would be sharply curtailed, if
the referendum succeeded. Quebec would no longer
be a province like the others. Any agreements
between Quebec and Canada would be negotiated,
much in the way countries negotiate treaties with
each other.
The planned referendum was held in 1980. When
the votes were counted, nearly 60% of Quebecers
voted against the plan. So, in a rational world, that
would have been that. A proposal was advanced,
discussed, voted on and defeated. Game over.
But the referendum didn’t settle things. Among
the political class, it’s defeat was seen as an
opportunity to make things right in Canada ─ to
revamp the British North America Act, add a Charter
of Rights and Freedoms, provide for minority and
language entitlements, and to repatriate the BNA act
from the United Kingdom (the legislature where it
had been promulgated). For almost two years
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negotiations to decide what final form this new
constitution would take.
The most contentious part of these negotiations
was the decision by Pierre Trudeau to incorporate a
Charter of Rights in the document. This was at odds
with the sensibilities of many Canadians, who felt
British parliamentary democracy and responsible
government adequately protected their liberties.
Eight of the provincial governments in Canada
agreed with this thinking.
The federal government, together with Ontario
and New Brunswick, favoured the Charter, so it was
brought before the courts for a decision. The
Supreme Court of Canada agreed with the eight
dissident provinces and insisted any agreement to
patriate

the

Constitution

have

the

substantial

support of the provinces (rather than only Ontario
and New Brunswick). Left undefined was the term
‘substantial support’.
There were a number of other items of contention
with the patriation of the Constitution. While the
Charter was controversial, the amending formula for
the new constitution was equally so. Minority
language rights, Aboriginal rights, and Equalization
guarantees were other issues that had to be
discussed and agreed upon.
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negotiations resumed in earnest. In a matter of
months, the dissident provinces came up with two
ideas that might break the deadlock.
They proposed that a new Section 1 to the
Charter would be worded as follows:
“The Canadian Charter of Rights and freedoms
guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it,
subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed
by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free
and democratic society.”
A second suggestion was the addition of a
‘Notwithstanding Clause’ to the Charter, whereby.
federal, provincial or territorial legislatures would be
permitted to override certain Charter rights. Such
overrides were only to last for five years, after which
time, legislation to renew them would be required.
When these changes to the Charter

were

accepted by the Federal government (as well as
Ontario and New Brunswick), and other points of
contention were amicably resolved, the patriated
Constitution was signed and passed into law by
Parliament

and

each

Provincial

legislature

(excepting Quebec). The Constitution Acts, 18671982 were then in force.
It is my view that the ‘Charter of Rights and
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inception, it has allowed leftist-minded activists and
accommodating jurists to usher into existence a
number of laws that could never have been passed
through Parliament, or a provincial legislature.
And given the ‘Notwithstanding Clause’, what is
the point of the Charter anyway. If our freedoms can
be easily overridden by a majority vote in the
legislature, the government will do as it wishes. The
only recourse is to try and throw out the rascals at
the next election, and hope for the best.
These past two years have been an excellent
example of the ineffectiveness and abuse of the
Charter. Our rights to freedom of assembly, religion,
movement and expression have been trampled on.
You only have to consider the jailing of Tamara
Lich and Arthur Pawlowski, the lockdowns of
ordinary citizens in their homes, the firing of nurses
and others who chose not to be vaccinated, and the
seizing of the Truckers’ bank accounts, to wonder
what happened to their Charter rights.
The requirements under Section 1 of the Charter
(noted above) were never met, the notwithstanding
clause was never implemented. The Federal and
provincial governments ignored the Charter and did
what they damn-well pleased. With the support of a
frightened populace in hand, they had no fear of any
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Now I understand that in the midst of a new
pandemic, certain measures may be justified for the
health of all. But during the initial lockdowns over
two years ago, the use of parking control officers to
patrol the beaches near our home, to ensure no one
sat on the benches, was excessive. And if there are
those that wish to debate these matters, I could go
on and on listing the absurdities of government
overreach in the past two years. I repeat … two long
unpleasant years.
Where do we go from here? The Charter won’t
protect us from governments, determined to control
our behavior, movement and speech, whenever they
confront problems requiring attention. Nor will they
exercise any caution with the public purse.
If you consider the financial crisis of 2008, the
pandemic of the last two years, and other issues
where governments have overreacted, the solution
is always to spend lots of money ─ borrowed money.
The total debt currently owed by the federal
government amounts to $1.2 trillion. Coupled with
another $445 billion owing by the province of
Ontario, this amounts to about $60,000 for each
resident of Ontario, including children and retirees.
Rather than a Charter of Rights that is easily
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order,

one

that

emphasizes

smaller

government, balanced budgets, term limits for
politicians, shorter parliamentary terms, recalls for
elected officials and citizen-initiated referenda.
It would require a substantial majority of
Canadians to make this happen. I’m not optimistic.
As my brother recently commented, “We’re not
likely to vote our way out of this mess”. He opts for
living in a small community, away from the centres
of power, hoping for a time when sanity returns to
politics. It might be a long wait.
April 30, 2022.

